
QUESTION 1

Today you will be exploring a very special place. This part of Folkestone is called the East Cliff. 
Here on top of the cliff you get a lovely view of East Wear Bay.

What is the East Cliff like today? What happens here?

Walk around the East Cliff and look for different things happening here. Make a record of ways 
people are using the East Cliff in the table below. You could also take some photos. For each 
thing you list, think about whether it is for for local people, visitors or both?

What is happening? 
Describe how the East Cliff is being used by people.

Who is this for? (Tick)

Local people Visitors

Can the uses you have written in the table be put into groups? Use colours to show these groups.

Has the East Cliff and East Wear Bay always been like this?

Look for any buildings that look different to the modern 
ones and any clues for what happened there in the past.

Make a drawing of one of these buildings
in the box .

What is this building called and what was it built for?

0.........................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

As well as old buildings you can see, there is a Roman Villa hidden under the grass here! Try the  

‘Vanishing Villa’ activity to find out more.

What do you think this place will look like 100 years from now?

Do you think people will still be visiting and living on the East Cliff? How will it look different?

0..........................................................................................................................................................................

The sea is eroding the cliffs here. How will this effect the east Cliff in future?

0..........................................................................................................................................................................

One day the Roman Villa will be completely gone, as the cliffs erode. How can archaeologists 

help with this problem?  0.............................................................................................................................................
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